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Tony

While most people I have mentioned it to 
can’t believe it, truth be told, I myself 
scarcely believe that 20 years have 

passed since the very first issue of SA Mountain 
was published on 1 June 2002.

I had harboured the ambition of starting up a 
full colour climbing mag for a few years since 
returning from a couple of years abroad. Then, 
due to a number of deciding factors, it all came 
together in the first half of 2002. The main 
factor being that I got the buy-in from some of 
the major players in the climbing and outdoor 
industry, because, as is plain and simple, without 
advertising, there ain’t gonna be no mag.

The other major factor was that many of my 
friends and acquaintances in the climbing 
world were more than happy to supply me with 
articles, information and images. And then, all 
of a sudden, I sat down and thought, now look 
what you’ve done! Now you have to put together 
a climbing magazine. 

What a mixture of emotions – excitement, 
anxiety, the fear of failure, financial worries. But 
hey, this is what I wished for, wasn’t it? And now 
here it is. Put on your big boy pants and get out 
there. I sat in front of my computer and slowly 
started to piece together my first attempts at 
publishing a climbing mag.

I remember the day quite clearly, when issue 
number one came off the press, and the MCSA 
hosted the launch of South Africa’s newest 
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Somewhere high on The Green Pillar in Montagu. 
Photo CAROLYN DENT

climbing magazine. I remember it well, because, 
as fate would have it, on that evening, standing 
proudly behind my table with stacks of SA 
Mountain no. 1 laid out neatly in rows, I managed 
to snap my front tooth off at the gum, chewing on 
a piece of biltong. The anguish when I realized 
what had actually happened is hard to explain. 
There I was, with my new magazine, having 
to chat to numerous people, with a huge hole 
in the front of my mouth. Not the best of starts, 
but I managed to get through that evening, even 
though most of my mates thought it hilarious.

Since that first issue, a lot of water has passed 
under the proverbial bridge. Some trying times, 
but mostly good – through the 20 years the 
publication retained good and loyal support from 
many of our advertisers, and contributions in 
the form of articles, photos, gear reviews, etc. 
continued to come in unabated. One of our 
proudest moments was when SA Mountain was 
awarded ‘One of the top 5 climbing magazines in 
the world in 2019’ by an independent American 
body.

When the Covid axe fell in March 2020, we 
went through our worst period. Some of our 
biggest supporters pulled their advertising 
spend, and for a few worrying months I wasn’t 
sure of the future of SA Mountain. After throwing 
around ideas and some possible solutions, in the 
end, the only answer was to cut production costs 
to offset our drastically reduced advertising 
income. And the only way to do that was to cut 
our print run and continue on a solely digital, 
online platform – which is now free for all to read 
on our website.

I’d like to extend a very heartfelt thank you 
to all our advertisers over the last two decades 
and to all of you who contributed in any way. 
And also to our readers, many of whom having 
supported the publication from day one. Without 
either of you, SA Mountain would not exist and 
would not be South Africa’s only dedicated 
climbing magazine. Click here to read our 20-
year anniversary issue and to stand a chance to 
win some awesome prizes!

Be safe in the hills
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The 
Green 
Pillar 

Dent-Davies Route (280m, grade  20)

New back-country 
adventure route 
in Montagu
by CAROLYN DENT
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Hilton Davies has had a lifetime 
of passionately seeking out and 
creating big, hard, bold trad routes 
in adventurous places. When we 
met, he confessed he was done 
with big missions, and looking to 
do some easier stuff. And I was 
a relatively new climber with a 
fervour for the mountains. We 
got along quickly, both sharing 
an ardent love for the peaks of 
Chamonix, and at heart we shared 

many values. It wasn’t long before 
he asked if I wanted to come and 
check out some new routes with 
him. Having heard his stories 
about previous endeavours and 
remembering a particular story 
about abseiling off of a thorn bush 
on Fernwood [Table Mountain], my 
response was a hesitant “Sure, as 
long as you don’t make me abseil 
off a plant” . . . it was no more than 
a few weeks later when I found 

myself abseiling down a pretty 
tricky crack somewhere at the 
head of Keurkloof from . . . yes, an 
aloe bush! It took some trust, but I 
could see that Hilton was, if a little 
unconventional, very thorough 
with checking it all out. That and, 
well there was no other way down. 
It was the start of many interesting 
lessons in mountaineering. >>

The Green Pillar of Keurkloof standing high 
and aloof amongst the swirling morning mist. 

Photo CAROLYN DENT 

Hilton Davies and Carolyn Dent looking relaxed and 
relieved in the Better World campsite after their first 

ascent. Photo DENT-DAVIES COLLECTION
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So how did we land up there? In 
Montagu you can’t really help but 
ogle the potential for routes. I had 

asked Hilton about the enormous fins and 
spires at the head of Keurkloof and was 
very surprised to learn that no-one had 
climbed any of them. They had been on 
his project list for 20 odd years, so we 
decided to go and take a closer look. With 
climbing gear packed, we enthusiastically 
wandered into the kloof, and I think we 
both saw the Green Pillar about the same 
time. Having a mild obsession with Les 
Drus, I took one look at it and said, “Can 
we climb THAT?” Hilton wanted to have a 
proper look around, but I think in my head 
I had already decided. Such an impressive 
pillar that just pops out of nowhere, 
quietly asserting, “Climb me . . .”

Getting to it became something of a 
challenge. Our inquisitive wandering soon 
become bush-whacking, tree fighting; 
horrendous progress to find a way to the 
base of the pillar. We eventually got there, 
and Hilton set off up an overhanging and 
difficult crack – scary with not much gear 
and slippery unfriendly holds. It was my 
first real glimpse of his bravery and I was 
impressed – it takes a special climber 
to just head off up something like that, 
not knowing what’s coming – and the 
climbing wasn’t easy at all. Then my turn 
to follow – sort of enjoyable climbing – if 
you don’t mind a few aloes in your face. 
We had fun, but it wasn’t feeling right, 
and with the day diminishing and the 
knowledge of what still lay ahead, we 
had to get down. Hmmm, step in the aloe 
bush, which none the less got us safely 
to the ground. Without going into too 
much detail, our return journey involved 
some flailing through trees, falling into 
rivers, and crawling under dense bushes 
in the dark, pushing packs, military style. 
Eventually we stumbled back to Montagu 
late at night, broken. But we had found the 
Pillar . . . and we wanted to climb it.

We studied charts, satellite images and 
photos, and after a fair bit of research, 
exploration, and thought, Hilton decided 
ground-up was going to be best – access 
from the top would be arduous. So 
this became the start of many trips up 
Keurkloof in our quest to climb the Green 
Pillar. I’ve never known if Hilton knew 
all along what an undertaking it would 
be, but either way, it got broken to me 
slowly, each time, on the way home, 
I’d hear something like, “Next time we 
need to bring a saw and a spade. A barrel 
to stash things in. Next time we need 

Above: Caro Dent approaching the alluring spire that is The Green Pillar. Photo HILTON DAVIES 
Below left: The cosy Better World base camp near the foot of the route. Photo CAROLYN DENT
Below right: The photo-shoot team (Hilton, Caro, Jens Munk and Tony Lourens) on an early ascent. Photo JENS MUNK
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to make a campsite.” Each time, I was 
hoping that next time we’d just finish, 
but soon realised that was a long way off. 
After five trips of path cutting, harvesting 
water, lugging, sawing, hacking, and 
generally having a good time, I came to 
really appreciate a few things. I came to 
appreciate every trail I have ever walked 
on – somebody made those, cutting 
through vegetation and carrying rocks 
to build cairns. I came to appreciate that 
with hard work comes an enormous sense 
of reward, this is just human nature. And 
I came to realise that good company 
can make any amount of labour mildly 
enjoyable. We took turns in being strong 
and weak. Being enthusiastic and being 
over it.

And then one day we got to the base, 
and with all our kit up there! After a little 
exploration in a deep gorge of indigenous 
Cape forest, we were ready to start 
climbing. What is that again? Once we 
remembered how to don our climbing 
shoes, we were consistently amazed with 
how good all the climbing was. We settled 
into a routine – Hilton would make his 
way up a new pitch, I’d second with a 
backpack and tie the big haul bag into a 
line, guiding the uncooperative ‘pig’ up 
the pitch while pulling off as many loose 
rocks and stubborn plants as possible. 
Then we’d place two bolts for a direct 
abseil, and lower down the pitch with 
tools and wire brush to clean it up. As we 
got higher, we found that commuting was 
taking too much time and we fixed static 
ropes on the first two pitches to quickly 
micro-traxion up. A waterproofed haul 
bag became permanently stationed at the 
top of pitch 2 for the climbing gear, and 
another always lived at our high point 
with the drill and related equipment. We 
had a good system even if the hauling was 
criminal.

It took me a little while to get used 
to country style climbing in uncharted 
territory. My education with the 
aforementioned aloe bush soon seemed 
pretty tame. Each first was a little scary, 
and each time we went back it all felt a 
whole lot less intimidating. Monkey Face 
(pitch 4) is a slightly overhanging wall 
with a prominent curved crack that looks 
like the face of a little ape from the camp 
– the name stuck. I remember looking up 
Monkey Face the first time, thinking how 
the hell am I going to get up there? But 
it turned out to be fantastic! I remember 
pushing microwave-sized blocks down, 
while dangling from a rope six pitches up. 

Watching those things tumble and shatter 
for eternity, filling the air with strong 
smells of cordite, was quite something. 
Later in summer, with temps in the upper-
thirties, we became terrified of trundling 
rocks for fear of sparking a fire. 

Pitch 6, the Headwall Pitch, is great, 
with a clean orange and green wall at the 
top of it. The wall kicks back a little and 
has a wonderful hand crack for 10 metres, 
which lands you on a platform with superb 
views – a perfect lunch spot. 

I think the scariest moment for both 
of us, though, was on pitch 7. I had seen 
a little window through the back of the 
pillar and suddenly started worrying that 
the whole thing could collapse. When I 

look back now I laugh, as there is plenty 
of mountain behind the pillar, but we were 
high up and my mind was playing tricks 
with me! Hilton’s worry was entirely 
different. When we first got to that cave 
everything was creaking and moving. We 
pushed off a few big blocks. The crack 
was dirty and disintegrating. It eventually 
was transformed into a lovely, hard, 
layback crack, but at first it barely looked 
like anything and we weren’t sure it 
would hold together. The pitch was steep, 
demanding and dangerous, and Hilton had 
to climb the dubious wall and then rail 
under some rocks that looked like they 
could easily drop off at a touch, especially 
knowing what we had already cleared. >>

Carolyn Dent hanging over some exposure on the final moves of the headwall on pitch 6. Photo JENS MUNK 
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Hilton Davies (leading) and Jens Munk on
 pitch 4 – the Monkey Face pitch (19). 

Photo TONY LOURENS 
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My heart was in my mouth belaying him 
up there the first time, and I was really 
glad that he had put in some bolts in case 
things went pear-shaped. Thankfully, 
after cleaning, the rock has proven to be 
solid; the crack is beautiful, and in the 
end turned into an incredible and exciting 
pitch.

Pitch 8 is a bit harder, and marvellous. It 
is on the thin and prominent upper part of 
the pillar. Bullet hard rock, bright orange 
with swathes of brilliant green lichen. 
High and airy with an alpine feel – soaring 
spires all around.

From there it was just pushing up, 
with a few challenges and some tenuous 
runouts along the way. We were pleasantly 
surprised that the climbing remained 
interesting and of high quality all the way 
to the top and the views just got better. 
I’ve come to really miss those views – 
massive towering orange walls on the 
opposite side of the kloof. The enormity is 
staggering. 

Our climbing missions usually involved 
a hike in, overnight, and then a big day on 
the pillar. The next day, a slow hike out. 
We had days of light rain, immense gale, 
freezing, and extreme heat. On the sixth 
climbing mission we hit the summit late in 
the afternoon and hurried to get organised. 
We had to put in the finishing touches to 
our abseil route, collect bits and pieces at 
different stances, get down with two big 
haul bags, and strip the fixed lines from 
the bottom two pitches in preparation for 
the send. 

The send mission came together on 24 
February 2022, a special day. It began 
with the usual pre-dawn cacophony 
of birds – our 4 am alarm clock, and a 
reminder of the isolated and pristine place 
we were in. Then coffee and breakfast 
in the forest camp below the pillar as 
darkness faded. We had our roles down 
pat, and there was no time to waste. I was 
going to lead pitch 1 and pitch 3. Tying in, 
I started to feel the jitters of not ‘dorking’ 
the send. The leads flowed beautifully 
though, and it all felt lovely. Hilton 
breezed up his leads. We had a great time, 
just enjoying that which we had created, 
and topped-out early wondering why the 
route had felt so much easier. Celebrating 
on the summit, we quickly finished off 
the last touches, and savoured the late 
afternoon views of our little path weaving 
across beautiful hills and peaks back down 
the Keurkloof valley.

If path building was something I had 
come to truly respect on this project, so 

too was the genius of Hilton’s vision 
in finding and creating stellar lines. It’s 
easy to go climb something like that once 
it’s there, and think it’s all laid out and 
obvious, someone just went and did it 
first; but it’s not like that. We started off 
on that aloe pitch and it wasn’t perfect. He 
wasn’t going to settle for that. He spent 
many hours staring at that pillar working 
out the best way up, and ultimately plotted 
out just the right line. We tried all sorts 
of options on the way up to find what 
worked best. He looked around carefully 
before settling on the best line to climb. 
He knew which rock he wanted. He knew 

the best way to cut the path, despite my 
protests for anything that meant going up 
another hill! Succeeding with a lifetime 
of consistently developing spectacular 
big routes is not only an exercise of hard 
work, bravery and tenacity; it is also a 
gift for picking out compelling places 
and plum lines. And he has done that 
again here - an extraordinary Swan Song 
I believe, if not as technically hard as we 
may have hoped, it’s an aesthetic line on 
a previously blank canvas, with engaging 
and enjoyable climbing from bottom to 
top, that I hope will bring enjoyment to 
many.

Hilton Davies pulling over the top of pitch 6. Photo TONY LOURENS 
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Hilton on the crux sequence of pitch 6 (19). Hilton on the crux sequence of pitch 6 (19). 
Photo Photo JAN FISCHER JAN FISCHER 

This is such a brilliant route in a magical 
setting. For me, climbing is about 
adventure and friendship. I was lucky to 
have both in abundance on this mission. 
Carolyn was a powerhouse in load-
carrying, catering, and camp building. 
And then on the pillar, this relatively 
new climber was strong, motivating 
and forever driving us forward. And 
importantly for me – we laughed a lot! 
For my last big new route I couldn’t 
have wished for more, and I couldn’t be 
prouder of Carolyn and our creation!!

Hilton Davies (first ascent party)

We had a terrific time. Congrats on 
another stellar route and thanks for all 
the hard work. The wooden plaques are 
a particularly nice touch.

Nic van Doesburg (second ascent)

This route tells a good story from the 
moment you start the walk.

Tinie Versfeld (third ascent)

A wonderful country-style adventure in 
our back yard. What an experience it 
was to do an ascent of this fine route 
together with the first ascensionists 
and my Danish brother, Jens Munk, to 
capture some excellent footage, courtesy 
of drone master, Jan Fischer.

Tony Lourens (editor – SA Mountain)
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ROUTE DESCRIPTION APPROACH
Hike up Keurkloof until you reach the turn-off to 
Heaven Crag. Continue straight on, to cross the 
river and then up and along the right bank for a 
while, till able to drop down and cross the river 
again to reach a white string. Follow this to the 
left, through the bush to cross the riverbed. Go 
up the steep opposite slope for 30 metres, then 
contour around the slope. Drop down to the 
stream below a huge boulder, clamber up the 
boulders on the other side, and angle leftwards 
through the cutting in the bush. Go left, then 
follow the cairns up leftwards to gain the rock 
face after a few hundred metres. Mostly hug the 
rock face and continue up on the right to reach a 
flat, cut platform – Better World campsite. Here 
you will find a barrel with a canvas tarpaulin for 
use as a groundsheet. Mind the rubber snakes!

START: From the campsite, continue upstream 
hugging the rock face on the right. Where the 
path reaches the rocky stream bed, cross the 
stream to the other side and hike up a short 
steep and eroded slope for 15 metres to reach 
the rock face. The route starts immediately on 
the left at a small rock platform.
1. 35m 18: Climb the prominent arête into a 
recessed feature and then up a crack. Climb the 
steep orange and green face on the right, then 
around and up the arête to more broken ground 
a little to the left. Move up to a sloping ledge and 
walk a few metres to the right, around the corner 
to reach the fixed anchors. 
2. 33m 17: Traverse 3 metres right into the big 
dihedral, climb the wall on the right and up the 
appealing hand crack. Continue straight up over 
grey slabs, then traverse a few metres to the 
right behind a small tree. Climb up and leftwards 
over easy ground and continue straight up to 
fixed anchors at the base of the steep wall 
ahead. 
3. 17m 17: Climb straight up recessed cracks, 
then tend left to the gnarly old tree and a broken 
ledge. Find fixed anchors up on the right on the 
steep orange wall, with a directional tat for use 
on the abseil. Do not remove the cord and biner.
4. 35m 19: The Monkey Face pitch (see the ape 
face outline from Better World camp). Climb the 
hand crack that leads steeply up and leftwards. 
Bypass the two jammed white blocks by crossing 
underneath and then up. Head up towards the 
roof, traverse on a sloping ledge to the right, 
then up onto a grey slab. Climb up easy grey 
rock to the left, then traverse right to a broken 
ledge behind a small tree. Find fixed anchors on 
the steep orange wall up on the right.
5. 20m 18: Climb up leftwards over slabs and 
big flakes to the arête. Continue steeply up the 
blocky arête and then a few metres left on the 
face. Continue up to a natural stance on the 
right.

Dent-Davies Route **** 280 m 20 [Trad]
FA: C. Dent, H. Davies. 24 Feb 2022

A grand day out! The route climbs the impressive Dru-like, Green Pillar at the 
top of Keurkloof. It starts with an arête that leads directly into the tower above. 
Many variations to this route have been climbed, but the description given here 
is the most aesthetic. Most stances are bolted, so easy to get off the route at 
any stage. With an early start, the route can quite easily be done car to car in a 
day by a party of two, if your trad experience is solid. Another option would be 
to camp at the base of the pillar.
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6. 20m 19: Continue up the recess above and get up onto the ledge 
below the steep 10-metre-high orange and green headwall. Climb 
the attractive hand crack to get onto a superb ledge. Make a natural 
stance a few metres to the left. 
Note: The fixed anchors for the abseil route are out of sight at the 
end of the ledge to the right. This is a good time to check them out.
7. 25m 20: Climb over huge blocks up and to the left, bypassing the 
cave up to the right. Climb the obvious crack up the steep brown 
wall, past three bolts, to the roof, then go left to the arête and step 
around it. Head up a few metres, then move right onto the higher 
ledge that has an orange wall above it.
8. 25m 20: Clamber onto the platform up to the left and climb up 
rightwards for two levels to a broad ledge. Move left to a point a 
few metres from the left arête. Climb up the middle of the orange 
wall, then leftwards to small roofs. Either climb up slightly right and 
straight up, or move left, around the corner and then up a steep wall 
for a few metres to reach a good ledge. Climb a short recess and 
block to a stance with fixed anchors up on the right.
9. 25m 20: Climb up then right for 5 metres to a platform. Here there 
are three options. Up the arête with dangerous blocks on top (easy), 
or a metre or two right up the weaknesses (moderate), or 4 metres 
off to the right up an attractive vertical hand crack (hard). All these 
options reach the big platform above. On the left climb a recess next 
to a thin scimitar-shaped flake, then traverse to the right-hand arête. 
Climb the arête and the grey face around the corner, then climb the 
arête and a clean vertical finger crack a metre or two around to the 
right. Meander up the front face to reach a good stance with fixed 
anchors. 
Note: It is probably more pleasant to break this pitch into two by 
stancing on the big platform.
10. 45m 17: Climb up the front face of the pillar to the summit, doing 
the last 3 metres on the right-hand edge.

DESCENT
Using fixed anchors, do eight abseils to the base of the route. Double 
50-metre ropes minimum.
Abseil 1: From the summit anchors, abseil to the top of pitch 9.
Abseil 2: Abseil to the top of pitch 8.
Abseil 3: Do a short abseil to the top of pitch 7. Use a single rope to 
avoid knot snags.
Abseil 4: Do a short abseil to the top of pitch 6. Use a single rope to 
avoid knot snags.
Abseil 5: Around the corner to the right you will find the next set of 
anchors. Abseil straight down, taking care with some loose flakes 
along the way, to the top of pitch 4 (Monkey Face).
Abseil 6: Abseil straight down, using the directional tat at the base 
of pitch 4 if necessary, to land at the top of pitch 2. If using the 
directional, be sure the last abseiler clips the correct rope into the 
biner (the one that is going to go up, when the other rope is pulled 
down – otherwise your knot will get stuck)!
Abseil 7: Abseil to the top of pitch 1.
Abseil 8: Abseil to the ground.

Note
• There is usually water in the stream 30 metres from the campsite.  
 Head straight down into the gorge.
• The environment is absolutely pristine. Please keep it that way. 
 Carry everything out, including your toilet paper.
• A party can turn around on the bolted abseil route at any time 
 except at the top of pitch 5.
• Half Dent-Davies makes for a classic outing of six pitches.

RAMMOUNTAIN.CO.ZA

TRISAR 2D TENT

If you’re looking for a tried and tested tent
for year-round adventures and expeditions, 

then this is an ideal option.

Packed weight: 3.6Kg 
Packed size: 45 x 18cm
Number of doors: 2
Season: 4 season

Based on the iconic Terra Nova Quasar, 
the Trisar 2D is a fantastic 2 person, geodesic 
tent, with 2 porches and 2 doors, making it 
ideal for year-round backpacking trips.



I’m sure if we dig deep, we will be pretty 
surprised by the offerings of the ’80s, but 
just off the top of my head I can name 
some pretty ingenious and innovative 
products: Goretex – this took rainproof 
apparel to unheard of levels. Climbing 
harnesses – although technically 
invented in the ’70s, they were perfected 
in the ’80s. Sticky rubber – Boreal 
Firés hit the scene in the mid ’80s with 
their new compound of sticky rubber. 
The whole climbing world practically 
converted to these wonder shoes! 

In the world of climbing and 
mountaineering, the 1980s 
was a revolutionary era. 
A decade filled with new 
inventions and visionary 
ideas. A period that ushered 
in equipment and apparel 
that catapulted the sport of 
climbing, alpinism and high 
altitude mountaineering into 
another dimension.

Camming devices – after a few rebuttals 
from American companies, Ray Jardine 
approached Mark Vallance from Wild 
Country with his spring loaded camming 
device invention. Wild Country took it on 
and developed the very first camming 
devices called Friends. This is testament 
to the visionary mind of Vallance, 
as he immediately saw the massive 
potential of this piece of equipment. 
Today, looking back, there is no doubt 
that this is the single most important 
piece of equipment that had the most 

influence on climbing. It enabled routes 
that were previously impossible to 
protect, to be climbed in relative safety, 
and subsequently grades soared. Wild 
Country was the leader in the field!

At the same time, Wild Country, 
under the leadership of Vallance, were 
producing tents for the hiking and 
mountaineering market. But in true 
form, the tents that came out of the 
Wild Country stable were no ordinary 
tents. They were products that were 
well designed, well manufactured, 

Innovation 
without 
compromise!

TERRA NOVA 
TENTS
NOW IN SA 

 “ . . . the 
lightest 
tents in 

the world”
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properly field tested and way ahead 
of their time. Wild Country tents were 
quickly recognised as some of the 
very best tents money could buy and 
soon became the benchmark in the 
mountaineering tent world. In fact, the 
famous and iconic Quasar tent became 
one of the most sought after tents ever, 
and today is still regarded as one of the 
very best. 

In 1993, the Terra Nova Equipment 
company was formed following a de-
merger of Wild Country Ltd. While 
climbing gear has continued under 
the Wild Country brand, tents and 

accessories have been manufactured by 
Terra Nova Equipment – incorporating 
the Terra Nova, Wild Country by Terra 
Nova and Extremities brands. They 
have a long, respected heritage of tent-
making, having produced some of the 
world’s best outdoor gear. The Terra 
Nova ‘Best in Class’ design ethos drives 
an ambition to use and develop some 
of the best components and materials 
available. Tried and tested in their labs 
and in the most extreme environments 
across the planet, Terra Nova’s award-
winning tents are considered the brand 
of choice for most outdoor professionals 

and amateurs across the globe.
The Terra Nova heritage is in 

mountain tents. However, the last 15 
years have seen the brand establish 
itself as the leader in the design and 
development of extremely lightweight 
gear, including the lightest tents in 
the world. The Terra Nova brand has 
continued the commitment to innovation 
and quality established by Wild Country. 
They have developed an enviable 
reputation worldwide for the reliability 
and technical expertise of their award-
winning designs.

Recently, RAM Mountaineering entered 
into negotiations with Terra Nova 
Equipment and now brings you the 
exciting news that 2022 will see the 
return of these world-class tents to the 
retail stores of South Africa. This is 
not the same as saying that we now 
have another brand of tent to choose 
from. It is a statement that says quite 

clearly that we now have a range of 
some of the best and most innovative 
tents in the world, from models suitable 
for Hex traverses and Drakensberg 
excursions, to 4-season tents that will 
keep you safe and warm in the harshest 
alpine conditions and high altitudes. 
And indeed a range of super light tents 
for extreme athletes, whether on solo 

missions in the high mountains or multi-
stage off-piste ultra-marathon running.

For more information and specs on 
the various tents, go to https://www.
rammountain.co.za/brand/wild-country-
by-terra-nova/

TRISAR 2
R6 799

TRISAR 2D
R8 999

ZEPHYROS COMPACT 1
R4 539

COSHEE MICRO
R3 699

COSHEE 2
R4 879

HELM COMPACT 1
R4 999

BOTHY 2
R 999

BOTHY 12-8-4-2
R2 359

BOTHY 4
R1 499

BOTHY 12
R3 159
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After accepting an invitation by Italian climber, 
Gianni Canale, to try and free climb their wild 
6-pitch route, Oiscura, on the south face of Punta 
Giradili. Alexander Huber was drawn to an even 
more direct and an even more wild line through 
the monster cave formation. 
This is his story.

by ALEXANDER HUBER
photos by RIKY FELDERER

La Bavarese
MULTI-PITCH 8b+ IN SARDINIA, ITALY

Alexander Huber hanging out on pitch 4 (8b)
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Alexander Huber on the super steep first section of pitch 4 (8b)
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It may be not the super-hot spot that 
Arco is, but as an island, Sardinia 
is an amazing place with its own 

and unique character. And for climbers 
it offers the superb options to climb, as 
well as having holidays on the beach. And 
a beach holiday was exactly the reason 
for my first visit to Sardinia. We, as a 
family, had a wonderful time on the beach, 
and I had the opportunity to explore the 
climbing treasures of this amazing place.

Sardinia is certainly worth the visit. 
Or better said: it is worth visiting 
again and again! Sport climbing up to 
the high end, as well as alpine walls 
with Hotel Supramonte being a name 
famous throughout the whole of the 
climbing world. And above all, for me, 
it is the impressively wild east coast 
between Santa Maria Navarrese and 
Orosei Il Selvaggio Blu – the more than 
50-kilometer-long coastline, without 
road access, has some of the wildest 
places in the whole of Italy – these 
special characteristics making it so very 
unique. Here, often straight out of the 
blue Mediterranean sea, rise walls of top 
quality limestone. Big faces, giant caves 
and famous towers and needles like Pedra 
Longa and the Goloritze. And between 
all this, the world class beaches for which 
Sardinia is so famous.

For eight years I have made one 
climbing trip after another, and with 
every visit I find even more reasons to 
return. And of course, with every trip, I 
make friends in the local climbing scene. 
Nowadays, for me, visiting Sardinia is 
not only about climbing on one of the 
walls, but also visiting my friends. Two 
years ago, Vincenzo Puccioni, the owner 
of the Bar Centrale in Baunei, handed 
me a handwritten letter from the italian 
climber, Gianni Canale. Included was 
a topo of a route on Punta Giradili – a 
wildly overhanging route through the 
giant overhanging south face. The letter 
was an invitation to try to free climb his 
route, Oiscura: “Speriamo davvero che 
qualche ‘big’ ci faccia un grande regalo 
di liberare e gradare i due tiri chiave 
della via visto il livello di noi apritori 
non e stato sufficiente per arrampicarli 
in continuitá!”. [Translated – “We really 
hope that one of the ‘big’ names would 
make us a big gift by freeing and grading 
the two crux pitches of our new route, 
because our own level was not high 
enough to climb it fully free!”] I accepted 
their invitation and gave it a try!

In March 2020 I was back with the 
intention to give it a go. I checked out 
each pitch and saw that it was a real beaut 
of a climb and looked wonderful, but 
the nature of the coming Corona wave 
forced me to go back home before I could 
make a real attempt. So, for the redpoint 
ascent I returned in the fall. After one 
day of checking I was finally ready – two 
moderate pitches in vertical terrain leads 
to the heart of Oiscura – constantly 30 
degrees overhanging climbing over a 
distance of 80 metres. Two pitches on 
tufas and stalactites – features which make 
it possible to climb this huge overhang 
wall. And if that isn’t brutal enough, 
the crux comes near the end, just where 

La Bavarese follows the first three pitches of Nike, then breaks from that route for three more wild pitches to the top. 
In Huber’s words: “In terms of protection, the first three pitches are pure sport climbing, after which the route becomes 
much more of an alpine undertaking.” The 6 pitches are: V, 8a+, 8b+, 8b, 8b+, 7b+.

the wall starts going into vertical terrain 
again. The tufas run out, so in the end you 
even get classic crimping on tiny edges. 
Wonderful!

Ultimately, it was simply unbelievable 
that you can climb such steep terrain in 
comparatively moderate difficulties. And 
all that in world’s best Mediterranean 
ambience. It was like with so many other 
things: when it is great, then I want to 
have more of it! And the ‘more’ was the 
idea to climb right through the centre 
of the giant overhang. The formation 
of Grutta Pintata is pretty unique. I 
personally know of no other wall of this 
size with such a steep and overhanging 
nature. >>
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So in the spring of 2021 I was back 
again, and that’s when I saw that there 
was already a route right through the 
centre! I hadn’t checked the media (why 
should I have done so), so I didn’t know 
that the Czech, Jan Kares – body builder, 
climber and fanatic route opener – had 
established a route in the meantime. His 
creation was a free climb, but because 
of its steep nature, it is very well bolted, 
so it was relatively easy to aid-solo the 
route to get an idea of the climb and that 
part of the wall. I could see that the line 
of Jan Kares is definitely possible, but 
on the other hand not the logical, most 
natural line. So after following the original 
line for three pitches, I started opening a 
new route, which is in fact, free climbing 
wise, the line of least resistance. Firstly, 
it was important to me that all the belays 

are situated at proper ‘No Hands Rest’ 
spots. Next, I followed my ideal, which is 
you have to climb obligatory between the 
bolts. Opening a new route, ground up, in 
that style, in such extremely overhanging 
terrain, is clearly very laborious! But 
this is just the challenge I am constantly 
searching for. After opening the new line, 
it was pretty clear that I had to come back 
to free climb it. 

I was back again in October, and turning 
on the three-dimensional climbing mode, 
I was cruising through the jungle of tufas 
and stalactites, but even after climbing 
Oiscura, I was still not totally comfortable 
with such wild climbing and it took 
me some days to explore the complex 
sections. But I stayed focussed and was 
well on track to cruise through this upside 
down world! >>

Cutting loose above the void on pitch 5 (8b+)
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But then disaster struck – when I was 
finally ready to go for the redpoint of all 
the six pitches in a single day, the rain 
came – the first rain in five months. And 
this cyclone didn’t only bring rain, but 
also caused flooding. Predominantly in 
Sicily, but in somewhat less destructive 
dimensions, in Sardinia as well. Good 
for the dry earth, but not so good for 
my climbing progress, as my project is 
constantly on tufas and stalactites, which 
are formed by water. It took only two days 
and it was totally wet.

But all good things come in threes . 
. . so, I was forced to come back again 
in February 2022. Another chance to 
climb here, visit my friends and enjoy 
the Mediterranean life! I stayed focussed 

and was very well supported by Riky 
Felderer and Vincenzo Puccioni who 
were always ready to support me on 
my attempts. Again I had to build up 
my psych, the special endurance and 
the ability to move fluently through this 
three-dimensional terrain.

During my final go it was again Riky 
Felder who shared my rope. And it all 
came together perfectly – I was in shape 
and well prepared, as well as having 
dry conditions and gentle temperatures. 
What a day and what a celebration 
afterward in the Bar Centrale in Baunei 
– in the midst of my Sardinian climbing 
friends! Thanks to all the climbers of 
Ogliastra for sharing such a wonderful 
time with me on your beautiful island!

“. . . ability to move 
fluently through this 
three-dimensional 
terrain.”

Pinching tufa formations high on pitch 5 (8b+)
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E X P O S U R E

Alexander Huber in a wild and airy position on pitch 5 of his new route, La Bavarese (8b+), Punta Giradili, Sardinia. Photo RIKY FELDERER



E X P O S U R E

Garrreth Bird pulling into the start of the crack proper on That Thing (24) Paarl Rocks, Western Cape. Photo JULIA WAKELING



GEAR REVIEWS

“The Black Diamond Spot 400 is one of our 
favourite headlamps for backpacking because 
it’s bright, has a long burn time, and it’s full 
of convenient features. And at only $45, 
the Spot is a steal for such a powerful and 
durable headlamp. We named the Spot 400 
the best value on our Best Headlamps list.”
Clever Hiker review

The evolution of lighting will never end, of 
that I’m sure, and also glad, because all the 
big brand names out there are continually 
trying (and succeeding) in bettering their 
own products year after year. Generally, this 
means brighter, more economical, and most 
importantly smaller and lighter. 

The new Spot 400 R is basically all this, 
wrapped up in one little package. Let’s look at 
its attributes:

Comfort and weight
Weighing in at a feathery 70 grams, the lamp 
is hardly noticeable on your head and the 
elasticated headband is made from Repreve 
fibre, so super comfy against your skin. The 
new buckle system makes it very easy to 
adjust and it is very helmet friendly.

Brightness and economy
Giving off a healthy 400 lumens at full power, 
cleaving a 100-metre-long swath of light 
through the inky blackness, you will be happy 
to have this baby on your head when trying 

They say dynamite comes in small packages, 
and here is the proof!
I recently acquired two of Black Diamond’s new offerings in the lighting 
department and they are both small, light and super effective. They say 
that there are only two certainties in life: death and taxes. I’d like to add a 
third – the evolution of lighting!

to finish off the last pitch of your route in 
the ensuing darkness, or finding your way 
across a mountain slope in the dead of night. 
The Spot 400 has a fully adjustable light 
source, from really dim, which is great for 
tent use and reading, etc., right through to full 
brightness, and it’s really simple to set what 
brightness you need at the touch of a button, 
whether cooking around the campfire, or 
walking along trail. The headlamp also comes 
with BD’s well known PowerTap function to 
set the unit to full brightness at the touch of 
a finger. The Spot comes with a three light 
function for brightness control and a red light 
function, all with strobe modes.

The battery life is quite impressive as well. 
Of course at full brightness you will always 
have a limited amount of time, but if you tone 
down the brightness a bit you can get up 
to 200 hours burn time. And the integrated 
battery meter shows you how much power 
you have left, which can be recharged in a 
short time through a USB charging port.

Waterproofness and security
The Spot is tested to a depth of 1 metre for 
30 minutes. In my books that means the unit 
will survive a good pounding in proper stormy 
conditions. And the digital lock will prevent 
the lamp from coming on accidentally in your 
pack or pocket.

LIGHTING
by Tony Lourens

R1 299
www.rammountain.co.za

Spot 400 R Headlamp

SPECIFICATIONS
Rechargeable: Powered with integrated 
1500 mAh Li-ion battery with micro-USB 
charge port
• 400 Lumen max output
• PowerTap™ Technology allows instant 
 adjustment between max output and 
 dimmed power
• Integrated battery meter display shows 
 % of power remaining
• Multifaceted optical efficiency lens 
 technology
• Digital lock mode feature safeguards 
 against accidental use when stored in 
 a pack or pocket
Weight: 70 g
Max Distance: 100 m (high), 60 m 
(medium), 12 m (low)
Burn time: 200 hrs (low) / 2 hrs 30 min 
(high)

‘CLICK’
& STAND A
CHANCE TO 

WIN 
ME
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I know I stand the risk of showing my age, 
but I remember well taking those blue gas 
lamp thingies up into the hills. Making sure 
that those fragile filaments stayed intact, 
changing gas canisters and keeping them 
sheltered from the wind and so on . . . what 
a pain in the proverbial! Never mind that they 
were heavy, bulky and cumbersome. What 
a pleasure that we no longer have to endure 
those archaic products and procedures.

The new range of lanterns by Black 
Diamond are revolutionary in terms of . . . well 
just about everything. The Moji+ is a super 
light, compact and highly effective unit that 
can be used in your tent, around camp, wild 
camping in the outback, bivvy ledges high on 
a rock face, at home for ambience and, yes, 
on those pesky load shedding nights that we 
have come to love so much.

The lamp puts out up to 200 lumens, 
so is bright enough to light up the darkest 

A new climbing/outdoor shop has opened at 
the De Bos campsite in Montagu.

It is situated in the reception office and 
sells everything you may need during your 
stay in Montagu. The shop also stocks a full 
range of the Tre Asini and Spirit of Montagu 
merchandise.

From consumables like chalk, batteries 
and gas, to headlamps, belay devices, chalk 
bags, carabiners, mini lamps, first aid kits, 
duct tape, flasks, a range of bags (from rope 
bags and harness bags to hip pouches and 
shoulder bags), and merchandise – T-shirts, 
hoodies, caps, mugs and a lot more. And 
also a full range of climbing guidebooks and 
maps.

There is also gear 
for hire – shoes, 
harnesses, 
helmets, chalk 
bags, quick 
draws and 
belay 
devices.

MONTAGU HAS A NEW CLIMBING/OUTDOOR SHOP

Consumables  |  Merchandise  |  Guidebooks  |  Gear Hire & more . . .

Drakensberg cave, but is fully adjustable to 
give you a nice low romantic glow in your tent 
up on the South Col!

Fitted with four little magnets, the unit 
can be affixed neatly to any metal object, or 
hung up in your tent by its fold-out handle. 
It has a strobe function (in all modes) for 
emergencies and cave parties and runs on 
a Dual-Fuel system – 3 x AAA batteries, or 
the BD rechargeable battery pack. And also 
comes with a digital lock to avoid accidental 
switch-ons.

At the size of a tennis ball, the Moji+ 
is ready and waiting to accompany you 
anywhere in the hills. You won’t even know 
it’s in your pack. And with its multi-mode 
rainbow spectrum lighting, you can add a 
relaxing ambience to any campsite or cave 
dwelling.

Moji+ Lantern

SPECIFICATIONS
Dual-Fuel: Maximum flexibility to utilise 
either the rechargeable Lithium Ion BD 1500 
battery or Alkaline cells (not included)
• Frosted globe creates even and bright 
 usable light
• Two button interface for adjustable 
 brightness, full spectrum colour and 
 campfire light modes for just the right light 
 in any occasion
• Set continuous cycle through rainbow 
 colours with strobe and solid colour modes 
 for light driven campsite entertainment
• Double-hook hang loop makes it easy to 
 suspend in a tent
IPX 4 Stormproof: Withstands rain and sleet 
from any angle
200 lumen max output
Weight: 105 g 
Max Distance: 15 m (high), 2 m (low)

R549
www.rammountain.co.za
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To be honest, it is difficult to know where to 
start with a review of the Coefficient – there 
are so many good qualities! You will know 
exactly what I mean when you put it on. 
If ever there was a light base or mid-layer 
designed specifically for climbing, then this is 
undoubtedly it.

It is beautifully designed: the cut is slim 
and refined, so when you put it on, it almost 
feels as though you haven’t got it on. It’s 
tailored in such a way that it practically feels 
like a second skin. It is also cut slightly longer 
on the hips, so it fits nicely beneath your 
harness, and the stretch in the fabric prevents 
it from riding up when reaching really high. 
The sleeves are also cut a little long, so there 
is also no riding there, and they culminate 
with very comfortable thumb slits, making it 
quick and easy to pull on an outer layer. But 
in my opinion, the pièce de résistance in the 
design is the low profile hood – it envelopes 
your head like a second skin. The elasticity 
of the fleece fabric and the elastic beading, 
gives it a remarkable fit – close, warm and 
totally unobtrusive – perfectly fitting beneath 

your helmet and coming right down to just 
above your eye brows.

Manufactured from 180 gsm Polartec 
Power Dry gridded fleece, the garment is soft 
against the skin, very breathable, durable 
and stretchy, and surprisingly warm for its 
weight. It has a full length zip, which goes all 
the way up to a high collar, sealing off your 
entire neck, right up to your chin. Fully zipped 
and the hood deployed, you will be perfectly 
cocooned, creating a nice warm seal against 
any draughts – the only part exposed being 
your immediate facial area. It also has a 
zipped chest pocket, which I find handy for 
stashing my phone, energy bar or a route 
description.

Designed as a mid-layer, the Coefficient 
can quite easily be used as a very effective 
base layer as well. Light, warm, comfortable, 
versatile and designed for performance, the 
Coefficient hoody is one of those rare pieces 
that deserve classic status. It’s just so well-
designed and executed that you don’t want to 
take it off.

For its size and weight, you would be hard 
pushed to find another jacket that does 
a better job than the Eco Hoodie. It’s a 
synthetic jacket that feels and behaves like a 
down jacket – keeps you just as warm, and 
compresses really small. But, with the added 
advantage of keeping its warming properties 
even when it is wet. The ThermoBall 
Insulation reduces heat loss and increases 
warmth, even in the coldest temperatures. 
The cut and design is comfortable and slim, 
and the full zip comes all the way up, giving 
your neck good, warm protection. The hood 
is also snug and helmet compatible, and can 
be pulled on and off without releasing the zip, 
due to its elasticated hem – something I really 
liked! For its size and weight, the Eco Hoodie 
packs a lot of punch. Essentially it is a light 
to midweight jacket, but the quilted design, 
which holds the insulation into individual 
baffles and the ThermoBall technology, 
generates warmth far above its pay grade. 
And the fact that the jacket is designed to 
cover your bum, and you can seal it off by 
cinching the cord around your lower hips, 
adds to the insulation and cosiness.

The cuffs are elasticated, fitting nicely 
under a pair of gloves, and the hand-warming 
pockets are nice and big, offering good 

storage space, and snuggling your hands 
into when cold. The internal chest pocket is 
a winner – great for the storage of items with 
easy access.

The Eco Hoodie is the perfect jacket for 
hiking in the mountains, belaying at the crag 
and climbing in light alpine conditions. It’s 
streamlined, warm, water and wind resistant, 
offering a huge warmth to weight ratio. It 
gives you great protection in chilly conditions, 
and will work really well in colder, or more in-
clement conditions when coupled with a good 
outer shell. Of course it will also look really 
chic as an urban jacket in winter. 

If you are looking for a high performance 
jacket, that can by squeezed into tight corners 
in your pack, hung off your harness and be 
confident that it will keep you warm and pro-
tect you against the elements, the Eco Hood-
ie scores very high. It even squishes into its 
own pocket to make a small cushion on those 
uncomfortable bivvies.

What is ThermoBall?
ThermoBall™ is a revolution in synthetic insulation technology. Unlike traditional, 
continuous-filament synthetic insulations, the small, round synthetic fibre clusters closely 
to mimic down clusters, trapping heat within small air pockets to retain warmth.

GEAR REVIEWS

SPECIFICATIONS
Fabric: Body – 100% Recycled Nylon
Insulation – 11 g/ft², ThermoBall™ Eco, 
Avg Weight: 390 g
• 2x2 quilt pattern
• ThermoBall™ Eco insulation for warmth 
   even when wet
• Fixed hood
• Reverse-coil centre front zip
• Packs into chest pocket
• Concealed, secure-zip hand pockets

R3 399
www.capeunionmart.co.za

Coefficient Fleece Hoody
by Tony Lourens

ThermoBall Eco Hoodie
by Patsy Lourens

SPECIFICATIONS
• Polartec Power Dry – gridded interior 
 (180 gsm)
• Low profile, under-the-helmet hood
• Zipped chest pocket
• Lightweight stretch cuffs with integrated 
 thumb loops
• Slim fit
Sizing: Small – X Large
Weight: 284 g
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As fleeces jackets go, the Glacier Pro is 
near perfect. It can be worn as an outer 
fleece in chilly conditions, and as a mid-
layer when things start getting nasty. It has 
a great, slim fit that is super comfy and 
cosy.

Manufactured from recycled Polartec 
fleece, the Glacier Pro is lightweight, warm 
and very breathable. It feels great against 
your skin, and the full zip zips right up to 
meet a high, close-fitting collar that gives 
your neck good protection with a nice 
softness against your skin. I found the great 
breathability makes it possible to play in the 
mountains and still keep the sweat levels 
down.

The Glacier Pro can also be worn 
beneath a harness, and that, coupled 
with its slim cut and stretchability, makes 
it a good contender for climbing in crispy 
conditions. It is also slim enough to fit very 
nicely underneath a rain shell, without 
making you feel like Michelin Man. 

The abrasion-resistant 4-way stretch 
overlays on the upper body and sleeves 
are a very nice touch. It gives the garment 
added durability where you need it most – 
across the shoulders and chest for dealing 
with backpack straps, and on the outer 
forearms, the very place that comes into 
most contact with the rock.

The Glacier Pro comes with two zipped, 
fleece-lined hand pockets, to keep 
your mitts nice and warm, and a zipped 
chest pocket to stash an energy bar, a 
route description and your phone, so it’s 
readily available to snap those Instagram 
moments! And for added comfort and 
protection against icy draughts, it is fitted 
with an elasticated hem around the bottom 
and also around the cuffs.

The Glacier Pro is super effective as 
well as stylish. It will keep you warm and 
protected on a mountain trail, comfortable 
and snug on an exposed rock face, and 
trendy, fashionable and toasty around town. 
Pretty much a jacket for all purposes!

R1 899
www.thedrop.co.za

Glacier Pro Full-zip Fleece
by Tony Lourens

SPECIFICATIONS
Fabric: 75D, 100% Polyester Knit Polar 
Fleece
• Fleece with overlay in upper body 
 and sleeve for added abrasion 
 resistance
• Front zip
• Two front pockets with zips
• Zipped chest pocket
• Elasticated cuffs and hem
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Another helping of some of the 
finest crack climbs in South Africa. 

Feed your addiction and add 
some of these to your tick list for 
your next road trip.

Read • Travel • Climb!

Crack
The best crack climbing in SA 
ADDICTION

PART 2

Julia Wakeling styling it bare armed on That Thing (24), Paarl Rock! 

Photo GARRRETH BIRD
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In the aftermath of the first big lockdown 
in 2020, climbing options were limited, 

as landowners grappled with uncertain new 
social distancing and travel laws. Fortunately, 
access to Fernkloof opened up early, even 
while the rest of the Magaliesberg kloofs were 
off limits. Lower Fern is well known for its 
hard sport routes, but the upper section sees 
way less traffic and, although not extensive, 
has a dozen or so high-quality trad climbs, 
most of which are on the impressive Dexter 
Buttress.

Dexter, a classic Paul Fatti F2 (15) from 
the ’60s, starts on the extreme left side of 
the buttress and weaves its way onto the slab 
between two sets of roofs. It traverses this 
from left to right before sneaking around 
the extreme right of the top roof. There are 
a few other routes which make their way up 
on either side of this double-roofed wall, but 
none that confront the steepness directly.

By a gift of nature, a solid rail leads out to 
the lip of the second roof, conveniently close 
to the start of a striking crack through the 
bulging headwall above. Below and left of 
this, a short corner leads to a thin rail through 
the lower roof. The full line cuts right through 
the Dexter traverse. It looked like the perfect 
test for lockdown training.

What is there to say about the process of 
deciphering a new route that hasn’t been 
said before? Top roping progressed to lead 
burns and beta was refined. The process was 
familiar, but things felt very different. Like 
climbers around the world, I discovered that 
many hours on a hang board in lockdown 
actually pays off on the rock. But far more 
importantly, just being out in the kloof again 
with friends felt new, restorative. It was a 
connecting and grounding process, even as the 
world shifted like quicksand around us all.

Each of us have our own versions of the 
pandemic truth. Many of us lost friends 
and family to the virus and felt the mental 
health effects of lockdowns and pervasive 
stress. All of us had to make sense of a 
barrage of polarising opinions presented as 
fact. Compared to this, a rearing crack, or a 
perfectly placed finger lock may be trivial 
things, but they can help us see there is more 
than one truth. The world is hard and scary. 
But it’s also beautiful and wild.

Versions of the 
Truth (28)
Fernkloof, Magaliesberg

by Hector Pringle

>>

Ben Louw on his first attempt, before 
sending on his second go, bagging 
the second ascent of the route. 
Photos HECTOR PRINGLE
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CrackCrack ADDICTION PART 2

It all started about 630 million years 
ago when some molten rock burst 

through the earth’s crust and then cooled, 
creating a little bubble boulder on the hill 
above Paarl with a thin seam splitting it 
in half. In 1985 Chris Jackson (Jaco) and 
I were university students and Jaco had 
been reading Steven Donaldson’s fantasy 
trilogy called the Chronicles of Thomas 
Covenant: Lord Fouls Bane, The Illearth 
Wars and The Power Preserved. Somehow 
this murky and violent tale captured 
the ancient essence of the place and the 
cluster of rocks atop Paarl Rock became 
known as the Illearth Boulder.

We were training for Yosemite at the 
time and the thin splitter crack needed to 
be climbed. We figured that to be able to 
climb in Yosemite you needed to be able 
to climb all kinds of cracks, including 
this one, which was only about 10 or 12 
metres long and 6 mm wide. It involved 
a crimpy, technical sequence of layaways 
protected by the smallest of nuts and RPs. 
There were only smears and tiny crystals 
for the feet but the saving factor was 
that it was just under vertical, maybe 75 
degrees, so everything was doable as long 
as your feet stuck.

The state-of-the-art rock shoes back 
then were Boreal Firés, with their 
supposedly amazing first-generation sticky 
rubber. Compared to today’s shoes though, 
they were a little bit like trying to climb 
in a pair of hiking boots with a piece of 
a car tyre stuck on underneath. We found 
that the best way to get the rubber to stick 
to the smears was to leave them to warm 
up in the sun for a bit and then to climb 
in the sun so the rubber softened up. 
Unfortunately, this didn’t help with the 
crimping.

I lost a fair bit of skin and rubber during 
those attempts, but one day everything 
came together and I sent the route. I never 
went back, mostly due to the memory of 
shredded fingertips and the thought of 
standing on those ‘minute rugosities’ as 
Jaco so aptly put it.

The Illearth Stone 
(26)
Paarl Rock, Western Cape

by Andy De Klerk

It is a good route in an amazing place, and 
I still have great memories of the people 
who came along – Jaco, Lori Lake, Jeremy 
Colenso, Gordon Morton. Those were fun 
and relaxing times, made even more so by 
the fact that the Illearth Boulder was right 
next to the parking lot and the little route 
didn’t seem very serious or committing at 
all. It almost felt like going on holiday or 

taking the day off. It might be a bit stiff 
for 26, but we didn’t know any better at 
the time. Separate Reality in Yosemite 
(when we finally got there a few years 
later) is the same grade and it certainly felt 
a lot easier. But as the saying goes: ‘Some 
F2s are harder than others . . .’

Andrew de Klerk crimping and smearing above a 
nest of marginal gear on The Illearth Stone. 

Photo ADK COLLECTION
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As the name implies, there are potentially a wide range of ex-
periences that one might walk away with when climbing this 
monster of a crack. Highlights include: a mid-roof upper body 
cut-loose; hanging by both feet for a red faced, jelly-core in-
ducing eternity; being thoroughly entertained while watching 
your friends having to fight to the death with a high probability 
of bloody gladiatorial action; and even a chance of it all culmi-
nating in an exhaustion induced vomit. Remember to film it all! 

Guy Holwill and Steve Bradshaw (prof) were probably the 
first to try the crack and dubbed it WWF (pre WWE). When 
I climbed it back in 2006 I decided to add a touch of irony 
and called it Amazing Grace. Now both names have stuck, 
like most things, when it comes to this crack. It might also 
have been fittingly named The Fond Memory Factory or The 
Character Builder. All very thrilling stuff . . . until it’s your 
turn of course! 

Amazing Grace
– or WWF (7B)
Llandudno Beach, Cape 
Peninsula

by Joe Möhle

Marijus Smigelskis suffering multiple 
highlights on his attempt on Amazing Grace. 

Photo OLIVER KRUGER
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the Drago represents the pinnacle 
of rock shoe construction—specialized, 
meticulously crafted and refined to 
perform at the highest level

>>



Many years ago, I was doing some 
exploratory travels through the 

Cederberg, and I happened upon Rooiberg 
in the southern Cederberg. The farmer was 
keen to have climbing routes developed 
on the rock above his farm and asked me 
if I would take a look. To cut to the chase, 
I went up and had a good look around 
and found more than I bargained for – 
beautiful high walls of good Cederberg 
rock, adorned with corners, cracks and 
rails. The main idea was to establish a 
bunch of sport routes, which I saw could 
easily be done on the one section of cliff 
about 25 metres high, with a rough broken 
ledge running across the wall above it. But 
one needed to trad climb up to this ledge, 
as no other easier way existed.

Fortunately, there were a few cracks 
splitting the wall, so up I scampered to 
get to the ledge above and set up a few 
top anchors. Then I went about marking 
the bolt placements on the route I just 
climbed, but just couldn’t bring myself to 
bolt such a great trad line, so it remained 
trad. Then I walked around the little 
buttress and saw this beautiful thin finger 
crack running up a shallow corner, but the 
bottom three metres were guarded by a 
huge prickly thorn bush (hence the name). 
I removed the offending bush which 
revealed the continuation of the crack all 
the way to the ground. It had “Climb me!” 
written all over it.

I racked up, and sunk my digits into 
this perfect finger crack, which by the 
same token was also very gear friendly. 
The crack did not disappoint – beautiful 
moves up this curving splitter, with some 
stemming on the righthand wall, leads to 
a cave, after which some strenuous pulls 
to exit the cave takes you to easier ground 
and the bolted anchors. 

We were there to put up some sport 
routes, but these trad lines were so 
awesome we forgot about bolting for 
a while. Subsequently we (and others) 
did put up a selection of very good sport 
routes, but that’s another story.

CrackCrack ADDICTION PART 2

Fetch me a 
Shrubbery (19)
Rooiberg, Cederberg

by Tony Lourens

Tony Lourens locking and stemming his way 
up Fetch Me a Shrubbery. 
Photo LOURENS COLLECTION20th Anniversary
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The minute you see Breakwater, 
you immediately know that it is 

impossible to not climb it. And coupled 
with the fact that it is on a sea cliff, 
with the crashing ocean not too far 
below, gives it a wild atmosphere all of 
its own. 

Mossel Bay new route activist, 
Dëon van Zyl, was amped to take me 
on a tour of the excellent routes on 
the sea cliffs of Mossel Bay, and after 
sampling some of the shorter routes, 
we made our way along a ledge system 
to the base of the main wall. Our 
position was somewhat exhilarating 
– exposed and a little untamed – the 
beautiful orange splattered walls 
soaring nearly 30 metres above us. 
What a place!

I had heard of this crack climb, 
and looked around to see if I could 
spot it. I looked at what I thought was 
Breakwater, and liked what I saw. Then 
I looked off to the right and I knew 
straight away that I was now looking at 
the route we came for. It was obvious 
– an alluring and totally captivating 
corner crack, splitting the wall up on 
the right.

But the crack did not come down 
to us, oh no! It was guarded by a 
steep and strenuous cave-like start, 
which deposits you on a diagonal slab 
which, after some metres of thoughtful 
climbing, leads to the base of the crack, 
so you have to work a little to get to the 
pudding. But oh so worth it! The crack 
offers stunning climbing – jamming, 
laybacking and stemming, which 
culminates with a cracked headwall 
pulling you toward the anchors. A 
delectable journey not to be missed.

Breakwater (19)
Mossel Bay

by Tony Lourens

Tony Lourens laybacking high up on Breakwater. 
Photo PATSY LOURENS

>>
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Four of us, Greg Lacey (The Artist), 
Andrew de Klerk (The Technician), 

Ed February (The Brawn) and Beverley 
Opperman (The Brains), sat around the 
table of Greg Lacey’s mom’s house 
drinking tea one Saturday morning. The 
debate was around what we should do 
that day, when Beverley interjected with 
“How about having another look at that 
thing in Paarl?” At this stage we had had 
two or three bashes at opening this route, 
but a combination of the technical, poorly 
protected start and getting established in 
the off-width above had shot us down. The 
problem was maintaining a strong mind 
through the change in technique, as well 
as the potentially long runouts in the off-
width that only took our biggest cams, of 
which we had only a few. 

CrackCrack ADDICTION PART 2

That Thing (24)
Paarl Rocks, Western Cape

by Ed February

Julia Wakeling stemming and laybacking to get a 
coveted bare-armed ascent. Photo GARRRETH BIRD 

The Artist and The Technician very 
quickly worked out the bottom moves, but 
just could not establish in the crack. So, 
having the bottom moves worked out for 
me, I, after several attempts and for reasons 
unknown, found myself established in 
the crack. Once established it was just a 
brutal thrutch to the top of the crack while 
bouncing our only #3.5 and #4 Friends up 
along with me. 

So, we ended up calling the route That 
Thing because the name was more than apt. 
To climb the route requires both a strong 
mind as well as very good crack climbing 
technique. 

Over the years I watched several ascents 
of the route, often accompanied by a 
substantial loss of skin due to the very 
rough granite. On their individual ascents 
both Lacey and AdK wore long sleeved 
rugby jerseys taped at the wrist. And the 
grimace of pain on Leonhard Rust’s face 
halfway up the route will live with me 
for a long time, as will that broad smile 
on his face after he clipped the anchors. 
Without the correct technique That Thing 
is unforgiving with the very rough Paarl 
granite easily removing copious amounts 
of skin. 

Ed February on the first ascent back in 1983. 
Photo ANDY DE KLERK 
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Witsieshoek Mountain Lodge

 info@witsieshoek.co.za  •  www.witsieshoek.co.za
+27 58 713 6361/2  •  +27 73 228 7391  •  +27 83 229 1045

Situated at the foot of the magnificent Sentinel Peak 
looking across the Drakensberg’s 

Mont-Aux-Sources and Amphitheater

Scenic accommodation  •  Close proximity to the Chain Ladders  •  Easy access to the Amphitheatre
Rock climbing on spectacular cliff faces  •  Hiking trails through the Drakensberg mountain rangeTucked away under an obscure flake/pillar leaning against 

one of the domes at Paarl Rocks you will find one of 
the most demanding and varied crack lines in the Cape. 

Everything in the crack climbing handbook will be asked of you 
from this absolute gem. I suspect that was how it got named Phase 
Space. It starts off with finger locks, then moves swiftly along into 
ring locks and hand jams. Before you know it you are chicken 
winging the off width section and finally, once you’ve built up a 
substantial pump it throws some forearm exploding thin hand jams 
at you at its steepest section! An alternative finish is also on offer 
for the crack boffins at one grade harder. Pictured here are the 
first ascentionists AdK and Ed February (cigarette in mouth and 
no belay device) in an absolute legendary and era defining shot. 
Arbor Cave is not an easy place to take good photos since getting 
distance from the subject is not really possible. However, I think 
even if one could, this shot would be hard to beat!

Wilderness,
Urban &
Tactical First Aid
Training
             ...since 2004

SA’s most
experienced &

accomplished
adventure

guide training
school,

www.ventureforth.co.za

074 159 3435

i n t e r n a t i o n a lFORTH

VENTURE

               www.wildmedix.com

082 770 7876

...since 1994

Phase Space/
Strange Attractor (26/27)
Paarl Rocks, Western Cape

by Joe Möhle

AdK and Ed February frozen in time in this 
seminal, era defining shot in the late ’80s. 

Photo ADK COLLECTION



I swear, I could hear music, as the left 
arm shifted in one graceful arc, fingers 
caressing the pivotal point without the 

slightest sign of any effort. The whole 
progression up to now had been sheer 
poetry in motion, Cirque de Wave Cave. 
My breath slowed as the finale neared, 
orchestra building to a climax. Then, 
in one fluid movement, left leg swung 
elegantly across, finding a hidden toe-
hook, balancing with such poise. Right 
hand flaunting elasticity to the full, 
stretches high up over the crux, and the 
law of gravity was once again proven 
wrong! 

I, on the other hand, felt my knuckles 
go white on the belay device, a forced 
smile and then the obligatory ‘Well 
done!’ Dave is such a great guy, which 
makes it even harder to hate him! I let 
him down slowly, resisting the temptation 
to suddenly let go and watch the awful 
tragedy. When he is safe at the bottom, 
he smiles and encourages me to give it 
a try. 

High school and varsity were full of 
such jocks: kick for poles, carve a six, 
sprint the hundred in under ten, get the 
girl, or do whatever comes so naturally 
to them. If lucky enough not to be water 
boy, I would be in there praying and 
drawing on any shallow talent available 

to prevent my family name from once 
again being humiliated.

Similar emotions well up while 
watching a guy tackle the hard life of 
exotic destinations, undeniable fame 
and a few jellyfish on the awesome King 
Lines. Chris Sharma. How can you not 
like the guy? Each time he falls, you 
cheer him back up, until he does make 
it, and then you can’t help but feel let 
down. It was great for him, but you know 
there is little chance of you actually even 
getting to that white stone arch off the 
coast of Majorca, Spain, and even if you 
do . . .

Many times, I have dreamt that I am 
the Highlander, and with one almighty 
swipe of my Celtic blade, his head goes, 
and I receive all his powers. FLAWLESS 
VICTORY, I WIN! But reality hits hard 
when I am puffing and panting on a 
20-something grade, ordinary mortal that 
I am.

There is always better – just ask 
women paging through Vogue, or 
guys cursing the Men’s Health front 
page, or homeowners ogling the latest 
mansion on Grand Designs, or average 
climbers reading about Arco, El Cap 
and somebody opening a new grade 
36. (Who do you think they open those 
climbs for anyway?) 

How is it that God can bestow such 
a disproportionate excess of skills to 
certain individuals and then, just to drive 
it in, go and slap the rest of us with the 
last of the Ten Commandments: ‘Thou 
shall not covet’?

We may not murder, steal or do those 
other things, but if we said we never 
went green with envy at the style and 
dexterity of other climbers, we would be 
breaking another of the ten right there. 
And it’s not to say we don’t try. Following 
the simple, straightforward, basic, easy, 
effortless, guaranteed training regimen, 
many of us have even managed to lift 
our game and go from scaling a 22 to 
wheezing through a 24!!!

And then I realize, ‘But that’s just 
it.’ Aside from the hype of comps and 
rankings, the essence of the sport is that 
it is not a race, or a rivalry, but a pure, 
selfish contest between me and the rock. 
For Chris, it’s conquering his daunting 
King Lines, and for me it’s that bastard 
20-something crux that I know I can do, 
but eludes me each time. My goal is to 
overcome the cliff and not the person.

I can’t lie that my teeth don’t still 
grind every time I belay Dave, but I 
am learning to admire him for who and 
what he is – something I may never be. 
Because I’m not Dave!

by TERENCE LIVINGSTON

‘How can someone be so good at something so easily?’ 
The question runs through our minds when we come into contact with pure, 

natural talent so unassuming that it turns us a deep shade of green! 

TENTHTENTHTHE 
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Tre Asini Designs

All products come in multiple colours and designs.
Manufactured in Montagu in the Western Cape, South Africa.

For orders go to 

www.treasinidesigns.co.za or email patsy@samountain.co.za
Trade enquiries welcome

Harness bag
21cm wide X 38cm high

• Light, but durable cotton twill 
 with a funky African Shwe Shwe 
 inlay on the one side.
• Perfect size and streamlined for 
 your climbing harness, or your 
 shoes.
• Pulls closed with a draw cord and 
 toggle lock.

Crag Utility bag
26cm wide X 36cm high

• Light, but durable cotton twill on the 
 outside and lined in funky African 
 Shwe Shwe fabric.
• The perfect bag for your lunch, snacks, 
 stove, and/or tea kit. Or other nik-naks 
 you may need at the crag.
• Pulls closed with a draw cord and 
 toggle lock.

rope bag
1 metre diametre

• Durable hardwearing denim   
 on the outside and lined in   
 funky African Shwe Shwe fabric.
• Two grab handles for attaching  
 your rope and for carrying the bag  
 around the crag.
• Pulls closed easily with a draw  
 cord and toggle lock, to a   
 neat package to fit in your   
 rucksack.
• Can double for many other house- 
 hold storage uses.

HelMet bag
33cm wide X 31cm high

• Light, but durable funky cotton 
 Shwe Shwe.
• Perfect for all helmet sizes.
• Pulls closed with a draw cord and 
 toggle lock.

FaCe MasKs

• 2-ply cotton in funky designs.
• Kids and Adult sizes.

r160

r120

r160

r50

r550
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Tony Lourens

Table Mountain
Information bookletFacts  • History • Legends

Lion’s Head 670 metres • The Circular Route & Non Circular Route to the summit

Interes� ng HistoryAlthough dwarfed by the imposing and domina
 ng form of Table 

Mountain, Lion’s Head played an important role to early seafarers and 

has an interes
 ng history. An early legend has it that some of the fi rst Portuguese navigators 

climbed the sides of Lion’s Head and, instead of erec
 ng a stone cross 

on the summit as was their usual custom, they hacked two large cross-

shaped fi ssures into a rock face near the summit. Although the marks can 

s
 ll be seen today, most people are scep
 cal about its origin, believing 

that the marks were formed naturally.The fi rst recorded ascent by a Western woman was in 1682 by the 

wife of Ryklof van Goens who was the Governor General of the Indies at 

the 
 me. She climbed it in the company of Governor Simon van der Stel 

and, to commemorate the event, a two-metre-high brick pyramid was 

erected, but this has long since disappeared.
In 1673 it was decided that a watch should be sta� oned on the top of 

Lion’s Head. Two or three men would man this watch sta� on and warn 

their comrades down at the Castle of any approaching ships. This they 

would do by fi ring a small cannon once for every ship spo� ed. In the early 

eighteenth century a hut was erected for the signallers. The hut stood 

on Kloof Nek, which was then known as Vlaggeman’s Kloof (fl agman’s 

ravine). It later became the Strangers Inn and then the Kloof Temperance 

Hotel, but has long since been demolished.
When the Bri� sh took over the Cape in 1806, they decided to use 

Signal Hill, rather than Lion’s Head, as their lookout sta� on. In 1815 an 

intermediate signalling sta� on was built on Signal Hill and it was also 

then decided that the preferred form of signalling would no longer be 

cannon fi re, but Captain Marrya� ’s Code of Signals. This consisted of a 

series of fl ags of various shapes, accompanied by a varying number of 

balls hoisted to the top of a fl agstaff , deno� ng the type of ship and its 

origin.

Gold on Lion’s HeadSpurred on by the Witwatersrand gold 
fi elds, the Lion’s Head (Cape Town) Gold 
Mining Company was formed in 1886 to con� nue prospec� ng for gold 

on Lion’s Head. Earlier, there had been various discoveries that led to 

the belief that gold may indeed be found beneath her slopes. A sha� , 

40m deep, was sunk and a reef about 5m thick was discovered. From 

here a substan� al quan� ty of ore was mined, brought to the surface 

and sent off  to England for proper examina� on. Unfortunately for 

the mining company, proper results were never obtained and the 

mine eventually fell into disrepair. The sha�  remained untouched 

and exposed for many years and, in 1951, a fi reman narrowly missed 

being killed when he nearly fell down the sha�  while fi gh� ng a fi re on 

the slopes of Lion’s Head. A� er this, the owners of the land had the 

sha�  fi lled in to avoid any further possibili� es of an accident and, in 

doing so, buried the secrets of the mine forever. A depression can s� ll 

be seen today where the sha�  was sunk over 100 years ago.Last Lion on Lion’s HeadWild lions have not been seen since 1802 since the last lion of a once-

thriving prides was shot. Leopards followed the same route in the 

1820s. Smaller felines managed to escape the same demise such as 

the small lynx-type caracal, and the extremely rare African wild cat.
The Noon GunThe Noon Gun is as much a part of Cape Town as the cableway. But 

how did the Noon Gun come about and when did they start fi ring this 

‘� me cannon’? In 1833 it was decided to provide ships in Table Bay 

with a � me signal by which they could set their chronometers. This 

was fi rst a signal-fl are fi red from the Observatory at a certain hour 

a� er dark. Later on a cannon was fi red at 6 am and at 9 pm from 

the Imhoff  Ba� ery in front of the Castle. These cannons were later 

moved to the Castle itself, then in 1902 they were moved to the Lion 

Ba� ery on Signal Hill, where they are to be found today. Triggered 

electronically by the South African Astronomical Observatory, the 

ceremony can be observed by the public from 11.30 am on the days 

it is fi red. This is one of the oldest tradi� ons in Cape Town and the 

cannons used are amongst the oldest working cannons in the world. 

The familiar boom of the Noon Gun can be heard echoing through 

the Mother City at exactly midday every day, except Sundays and 

public holidays. 

Lion’s HeadLion’s Head, which is part of the Table Mountain Na� onal Park, is arguably 

the most summi� ed peak in the whole of South Africa and it’s not hard 

to see why.
She is shapely and en� cing in every way and holds the enviable posi� on 

of being held in a motherly embrace on the front façade of Cape Town’s 

famous Table Mountain, overlooking the city from a lo y se�  ng. 

Taking only about an hour from the car to her spacious summit at 670 

metres above sea level, she off ers stupendous 360 degree views over 

the whole of the city and also the Atlan� c Seaboard, Twelve Apostles 

and the distant peaks of the Ho� entots Holland, Jonkers Hoek, Du Toit’s 

Kloof, Winterhoek and Cederberg mountains which stand guard over the 

district of greater Cape Town.On just about any day, come rain or sun you will fi nd groups of people 

making their way up to the top of this ever-popular summit. Some you 

will see in the early hours of the morning taking in some fresh dawn 

exercise, iPod plugged into ears as they jog briskly up, and others you will 

see in the late a ernoon taking the dog for a stroll through the silver tree 

forests. But on warm summer evenings this is an ou� ng that is hard to 

beat. Many nature lovers and people who just like to see the spectacular 

views from the summit beacon, make their way up to the top armed with 

a rucksack fi lled with tasty snacks and a fl ask of tea or coff ee or even a 

bo� le of bubbly to toast to the magnifi cence of the situa� on and, indeed, 

the occasion.
A very popular and really excep� onal trip to make is the Full Moon Walk 

up Lion’s Head. This, as is quite obvious, takes place on an evening when 

the moon is at its fullest and with, hopefully, a clear sky. Droves of locals 

and visitors alike tote their champagne and snacks up the circular walk to 

dine in the last rays of the se�  ng sun, drink in the stunning 360 degree 

panoramic view and watch the rising orb of the full moon in an ambience 

that is simply unparalleled. Special care should be taken however on 

the descent, as things look very diff erent at night and par� cularly with 

champagne bubbles bouncing around your head.
Lion’s Head is also very popular for paragliding. On a balmy day, when 

the warm air-thermals are working, you can see as many as 20 colourful 

parasails gliding through the skies to eventually land at La Med on the 

coastline. There are several launch spots, depending on the pilot’s 

experience. You can also hook up with one of the Cape’s paragliding 

companies for a tandem jump.
Signal Hill
Signal Hill is also a breathtaking place to visit.  Accessible by car, it is 

a popular place for couples, as there are many places to be found on 

the grassy verges to spread your picnic blanket and enjoy a roman� c 

sundowner, while taking in the superb vistas of the coastal suburbs and 

trendy coast-line, featuring the world-famous Cli� on and Camps Bay 

beaches spread along the edge of the dazzling Atlan� c Ocean.

Geology
Lion’s Head is 670 metres high and is made up of diff erent layers of stone. 

The bo� om layer, which underlies most of Cape Town and spreads as far 

up as Malmsbury, is the Malmesbury Shale Beds. This dark grey mudstone 

was laid down as far back as 540 million years ago. Good examples of this 

can be seeing along the Sea Point coast far below Lion’s Head.

On top of that, sits the harder and coarse-grained Granite intrusion, 

which is visible as huge exposed slabs on the north west side of the peak.

Capping this is a very thick layer of  Table Mountain Sandstone, which 

makes up almost the en� re rocky cone of the top of Lion’s Head. 

An interes� ng observa� on, is the compara� vely narrow band of 

rock below the hard quartzi� c sandstone cone called the Graafwater 

Forma� on. This so�  mudstone layer gets to about 25m to 60m thick in 

places and a good example of this can be seen alongside the path a� er 

about 20 to 30 minutes from the start of the walk.How did Lion’s Head and Signal Hill get their names?
If you look at Lion’s Head and Signal Hill (Lion’s Rump) from the far side of the 

city centre, you will see that they bear a dis� nct resemblance to a lion lying 

down. This is what essen� ally gives this unique mountain its name, but Lion’s 

Head was not always known by this name.In 1620 Lion’s Head was named The Sugarloaf by the English and Signal 

Hill they called James’ Mount. During the period when the English were 

using Table Bay almost exclusively, they became aware of the fact that 

the Dutch intended to occupy Table Bay the following year. In a bid to 

forestall this ac� on, two high-ranking English Naval Offi  cers, Humphrey 

Fitzherbert and Andrew Shillinge, issued a proclama� on on 3 July, 1620 

annexing Table Bay in the name of King James I, sta� ng ‘. . . and for a 

memorial herea� er we have made a heap of stones on a hill lying west-

southwest from the road in the said bay, and call it by the name “King 

James His Mount”.’ This was on what we today call Signal Hill. This was 

really a desperate last a� empt to keep the Dutch at bay. The annexa� on 

was never confi rmed and subsequently the Dutch did take control of 

Table Bay and the Cape.The names Sugarloaf and James’ Mount never stuck, however, and the 

Dutch called them Leeuwen Kop (Lion’s Head) and Leeuwen Staart (Lion’s 

Tail), which later became Signal Hill.

A sea of co� on wool cloud sweeps around Lion’s Head as it descends on the city of Cape Town.
‘An easy day for the ladies’. This photo, taken in the very early

1900s, shows a group on the lower set of chains. This is part 

of the Non-Circular route which includes the rock band directly 

below the present day chain sec� on. Photo: T.D. RAVENSCROFT

Courtesy Western Cape Archives and Records Service. Ref # J9631. Climbing the fi nal ladder on the summit ridge near the summit.

12 O’Clock midday and the Noon Gun goes off  with a roar.
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View from the summit of Lion’s Head
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